
A guaranteed teaching quality

The school’s accreditation by the AEFE certifies the high-quality 

teaching provided by the LFIB. The successful results of our students 

reflect the exceptional quality of our teaching methods. Our teachers 

are all qualified professionals who combine strong pedagogical and 

subject expertise.

Pursuing higher education after the Baccalaureat 

The French Baccalaureat is internationally recognised. Our students 

can go on to study succesfully in many countries: in Australia (Victoria 

University ...), in Canada (MC Gill, Concordia ...), in France (Medicine, 

Sciences Po, INSA, Gobelins, Montaigne ...), in the United Kingdom 

(King’s College, University College London ...), in Switzerland 

(University of Geneva ...), in the United States, in Thailand (Silpakorn 

University) ...
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Our mission

The LFIB offers a diverse and supportive environment in which 

students can fully develop their potential to become independent, 

responsible and open-minded world citizens guided by our 

humanistic core values.

One school, many languages

We offer an excellent and inspiring teaching in French and promote 

an innovative curriculum for other language learnings.

Adapted and flexible language paths allow students to thrive and 

achieve mastering plurilingual skills.

English and Thai are introduced in Kindergarten. Spanish, German, 

Mandarin, Latin and Greek can start right from Middle School.

A British International Section, opened from CP (6 years old), and 

a European Section, from 2nde (15 years old), enable students to 

obtain world recognized diplomas (DNBi, OIB, Baccalaureat English 

European Section). 

A wide cultural and sports offer

Sports and cultural activities are essential parts of life at our school.

All art forms such as music, visual arts, drama, literature are offered 

from Kindergarten to Terminale.

Students can practise sports through P.E classes and a Sports 

Association (A.S). An extensive extra-curricular program ensures a 

varied and exciting school week.

The LFIB takes part in international competitions within the AEFE 

network and regularly organises sports fixtures with other schools 

in Bangkok.

An international approach

With more than 40 different nationalities, our school is a social 

community with a rich linguistic and cultural diversity. In an 

environment with strong values of respect and excellence for all, 

students share experiences and build long-lasting relationships.

Choosing the LFIB

The Lycée Français International de Bangkok (LFIB), founded in 1957, is 

one of the oldest international schools in Thailand. We welcome more 

than 1,000 students aged from 3 to 18 years old.  Member of the Agency 

for French Education Abroad (AEFE), the world’s largest educational 

network, the LFIB is a non-profit institution which has the support from 

the French and Thai governments to provide high quality education.


